All Sidhies Can Be Achieved By Meditating On Lord Krsna's Face
Prapti
Sidhy

Anima &
Laghima
Sidy

Mahima
Sidy
Prakamya
Sidhy

Ishita
Sidhy

Vasita
Sidhy

Swachchha
Nd Mrutyu
Sidhy
Dev
Sahkrida
Darsanrup
Sidhy

Kamrup
Sidhy

Yatha
Sakalpa
Sidhy

Durdarsan
Sidhy

Abhang
Aajna
Sidhy

Dur Sravan
Sidhy

Kama
Vasayita
Sidhy

Par Chit
Dhibhijnata
Sidhy
Adhvandhva
Sidhy

Manojav
Sidhy
Trikala
Jivatva
Sidhy

Parkaya
Pravesan
Sidhy

Aparajay
Sidhy
For Better Explanation Call
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Lord Krishna said when devotee is
controlling his mind, prana, senses
and concentrate his chitta (inner
heart) on me and start doing my
dhyana (meditation), then many
sidhies come forth in front of him
(B.P.11:15.1). Sri Othavaji ask to tell
how many sidhies are there and how
sadhak or devotee can achive them.
O Krishna you are the giver of all
sidhies to yogies (Refere - B.P.
11:15). Lord Krishna have mention
18 sidhies to Othavaji. Our of 18
sidhies, out of eightmaha sidhies are
with Lord Krishna all time. Rest of
his forms have them on small scale.
Then Sidhies can be achived in small
scale by mercy of Lrod Krishna by
developing pure mood (satvikgunna)
and meditating on most beautiful
most charming imcomparable face of
of Lord Krishna. Scriptures say There is no body equal to Krishna or
above Lord Krishna. Eighter in
power. Love or beauity. Ever body
recives conciousness from Lord
Krishna. Parbrahm Krishna is only
source of conciousness. Does not
matter whom you worship or
bowdown goes to Lord Krishna, so
why not worship direct. Devotee
should concentrate his mind on
Krishna's beautifull face instead of
anything else. Lord Krishna has told
not to meditate on light or om. Virat
swarup or avyakt. To meditate on
light or avyaktabrahm purush is
practically impossible and extremly
defficult for human being, so wizards
are always meditating direct on Lord
Krishna's face. In gita (6:47) I
consider one to be the most devoted

